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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
S.A.N.® silicone lubricant is made of 100% pure, high-grade 
silicone-oil. S.A.N.® silicone lubricant has a full 30% 
concentration of silicone-oil, which makes it very efficient and 
economical in use. It is fitted with an "up-side-down" valve 
enableing it to be used in any angle. S.A.N.® silicone lubricant 
is solvent-free and and does not contain propellants harmful to 
the environment or the ozon-layer. 
 
TECHNICAL PROPERTIES 
S.A.N.® silicone lubricant is extremely suitable as a slide coating for the assembly of plastic pipes, rubber strips 
and joints, Drawing of cables in tubes and for the moisture insulation of electrical installations. Prevents ageing 
of rubber parts. Furthermore, S.A.N.® silicone lubricant is an efficient, quick-acting slide coating for sluggish 
locks, hinges, fittings, tools etc. Spray a layer on your saw-blade and it acts like a new one! 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
Fittings and pipes should be cleaned for sand, earth and dirt. Shake the aerosol spray slightly. Hold the the 
nozzle 10 - 20 cm from the subject. Spray an even layer of S.A.N.® spray on the parts after which assembling 
can be carried out straight away. Is the S.A.N.® spray to be used as a lubricant for hinges and the like the 
nozzle should be hold close to the part. Carefully press the valve and let the silicone-oil work for a while 
(exercise the materials a little thus the silicone oil can penetrate if necessary). S.A.N.® silicone lubricant does 
not dry up, and therefore later adjustment can easily be carried out. 

CAUTION! Make sure the S.A.N.® silicone lubricant does not get on floors and shue-soles as it will cause great 
risk of fall accidents. Do not ever use silicone oils in connection with painting. 

The data contained herin are furnished for information only and are believed to be reliable. We cannot assume 
responsibility for the results obtained by others over whose methods we have no control. It is the user´s 
responsibility to determine suitability for the user´s purpose of any productionmethods mentioned herein. 
 
PACKAGING   
    Item no. VVS-nr. RSK-nr. NRF-nr. LVI-nr. 
500 ml. aerosoldåse (12ds/krt.) 2000003 061721006 3115124 9507868 2241458 
 
Please see SAFETY DATA SHEET 
 
As we constantly develop our products and we reserve the right to make changes without prior notice. 


